**LAVENDER HARVESTER**

Designed to make harvesting much easier and less labor intensive, our harvester is a very efficient machine suitable for small to medium size growers. Its motorized power head cuts the crop at a preset height and blows the cuttings into a collection bag.

- Single person operation.
- Quick assembly time of approx. 2 minutes, slightly longer if sling removed.
- Cuts and collects the crop in a single pass with negligible plant disturbance or ground compaction.
- Adjustable fingers pick up the crop from the sides of the row and feed it over the cutter bar, ensuring all the crop is cut.
- Adjustable cutter bar height, allowing plants / cuttings to be trimmed to the optimum height / length.
- Circular cutter bar follows contours of shrubs, providing a finished shape pleasing to the eye.
- Adjustable frame height to suit operator, with engine controls on side frame, the operator can walk directly behind the harvester or walk offset in a wheel track.
- Frame is fully zinc plated for low maintenance.
- Quick dismantling of harvester and compact storage - no spanners required! Main wheels have quick release lynch pins allow quick removal and folding of frame for compact storage or easy transporting in a vehicle.
- Heavy-duty sling protects collection bag.
- Quick release frame for the collection bag allows easy bag removal. Bag sits on a sling and is attached to the quick release frame with a bungy cord.
- Extra harvesting bags available for different crops

**Cutting height (at outside edge):** adjustable from 100 to 550 mm

**Note:** Due to blade curve (1150 mm radius) the cutting height is 135mm higher in the centre of the harvester.

**Cutting width:** 1210 mm

**Wheel track:** 1610 mm front / 1435 mm rear

**Wheel drive:** none

**Weight, dry:** 46 kg

**Collecting bin / bag:** supplied bag

**Dimensions:** Ready to use: width = 1700 mm / length = 16a mm including fingers

For Freighting (in crate): approx. 1.70 cu.m / approx. 120 kg

**Engine:** Husqvarna Zenoah G4X-D (used to be Komatsu Zenoah) 41.5cc air cooled 2-stroke gasoline engine

**Fuel / oil mix:** 25:1
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*Tel 5197632400, Fax 5197633930, sales@easternfarmmachinery.com*